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Abstract
Changes in the nature and magnitude of banking activities over the past few decades are
fundamental to comprehension of the failings that resulted in the financial crisis. The provision
of financial risk management services and products by banks on the scale documented appears
problematic. Derivatives contracts are the principal instruments used in financial risk management.
The role and extent of liquidity and collateral security in facilitating these developments is
investigated and policy recommendations advanced.
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Introduction
Banking has changed markedly in the past forty years.1 The ‘traditional’ business of effecting
payments, taking deposits and making advances has been replaced as the predominant activity by
the provision of financial risk management services and products. By predominant we mean that
these latter activities dominate the banking culture rather than constitute the majority of assets
of the banking system. Derivatives contracts are the principal method of provision of financial
risk management services. Associated with this move, there has been a shift towards increasing
use of collateral security, including private assets,2 for both funding and the derivative contracts
involved.
Diversification of the scope of a bank’s activities is not the same as diversification in the context
of asset portfolio optimisation. To the extent that derivatives and banking activities are conducted
within the same company, the bank’s entire liability structure is exposed to the failure of any
and all of these activities.3 Notwithstanding that particular activities are ‘ring-fenced’ in special
purpose companies within a banking group, the bank is still exposed to reputation risk. It was
evident during the crisis4 that the central role of trust in banking was deemed sufficient by
management to override such arrangements as bankruptcy of remote vehicles proved unacceptable
and ineffective in practice. It appears that broadening the scope of a bank also entails increasing
its scale;5 too-big-to-fail and too-big-to-save then emerge as issues. Moreover, though banks
have broadened the scope of their activities, there is little diversity among them. Diversification is,
in any case, of extremely limited use when faced by an aggregate liquidity shock;6 all asset prices
fall in those circumstances.
Liquidity is central to the analysis and the concept is described briefly in box 1. The role of
traditional banking in the redistribution of liquidity is well-known and understood; however, in
financial risk management the role of the banks differs; in this case it is liquidity insurance, via the
instrumental form of derivatives contracts. Liquidity insurance is a role more usually associated
with the central bank and monetary authorities rather than commercial banks. The effects of
derivatives and collateral security on liquidity are examined in this paper. In the interest of brevity,
we omit consideration of issues of disintermediation such as the role of money-market funds,
though these are related.
The issue of liquidity is not new to this banking crisis; it has arisen throughout history.7 Even
proprietary trading by banks has a long, if not entirely illustrious, history as many banking houses
began their lives in trade, shipping and insurance. However, the role of derivatives, as well as the
degree of reliance upon markets, is new.
The past few decades have been characterised by many observers as a period of intense financial
innovation and “good” financial risk management. Such innovation8 could be regarded as part of
the normal Schumpeterian9 view of the process of a profit-maximising economy; but the natural
question which then arises is why this innovation should occur within the banking system.10 In
particular it is not at all obvious why a complex network, the banking system, which evolved for
1 - Broadly speaking, since the breakdown of the Bretton Woods agreement and the emergence of a market culture.
2 - A private asset is a private sector obligation, such as a company’s loan from a bank.
3 - This fact must raise concerns over practices such as economic “capital allocation” which are commonly used in bank management performance metrics.
4 - The costs and hence undesirability of financial crises are covered in Honohan & Klingebiel [2000]
5 - The related question of an optimal size for the financial sector is addressed in Bini Smaghi [2010]. It is worth noting his assertion ‘However, when they [the financial markets, including banks] become
“too large”, relative to economic fundamentals, problems like financial complexity, poorly understood financial innovation, herding behaviour, and endogenous risk-taking – to name just a few – suddenly
outweigh the benefits.’ The view attributed to Paul Volcker on this topic by the BBC’s Robert Peston in a blog of his recent interview with him is ‘America’s financial sector became far too big, relative to
the US economy.’
6 - This is related to Keynes’s observation in the General Theory: ‘Of the maxims of orthodox finance none, surely, is more anti-social than the fetish of liquidity, the doctrine that it is a positive virtue on
the part of investment institutions to concentrate their resources upon the holding of “liquid” securities. It forgets that there is no such thing as liquidity of investment for the community as a whole.’
7 - The orations of Demosthenes, in Athenian Greece, for and against the banker Phormio provide accounts of bank failure which still resonate strongly in a modern banking setting. The Roman crisis
of AD 33 shares even more characteristics with the recent crisis. There, failure of minor banks in the Levant led to the collapse of a major house in Rome and contagion threatened all others. Some laws
were suspended and 100 million sesterces were made available by the State which also created a state-owned bank. Suetonius and Tacitus both reported great shortages of money and fire-sales of debtor
bank assets.
8 - In the field of industrial organisation it is usual to distinguish between incremental and drastic innovations, while in the financial innovation literature a distinction between process and product
innovations is more frequently seen. It is not unusual to see developments which contain features of both.
9 - Though popularised by Schumpeter in his book "Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy", the idea of creative destruction is perhaps better attributed originally to the German sociologist Werner
Sombart.
10 - As most financial risk management is best characterised as insurance, this question is not trivial. For example, banks rely upon the central bank for liquidity insurance which alone must raise doubts
as to the wisdom of their offering liquidity insurance to the world more broadly.
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the purpose of liquidity redistribution,11 and is presumably optimal in some evolutionary context,
should be appropriate for the purpose of redistribution of financial risk even though this settles in
money. It is clear, however, that the process of implementation of redistribution of financial risk
has consequence for liquidity both locally and systemically.
In this paper our focus is more limited—on the ‘repo’, or secured lending market12 and upon
derivatives contracts, including the collateral used to support them.13
Box 1 - Liquidity
Justice Potter Stewart’s avoidance of a definition of pornography using the pragmatic ‘I’ll know it when I see
it’ is not appropriate if we are to conduct any meaningful analysis of liquidity. Unfortunately, in common
with many economic concepts, some confusion of stocks and flows is evident; liquidity has a very wide range
of meanings.
If we begin by considering money to be an instrument of final settlement, we notice that there is a distinction
between money as a medium of exchange and as a store of value; there is a broad correspondence here to
the flow and stock of liquidity. An investment manager’s concept of the liquidity of a security as the ease of
trading with little impact on the price (with, perhaps, an ancillary value condition) is an example of a flow
measure of liquidity. The efforts exerted by recurrent-debt issuers to enhance the tradability of their issues
is another; recall that the market convention that large issues would be more liquid than small is at first
surprising since there are few goods that increase in price (or for the issuer decline in cost) with increasing
supply.
It is also necessary to follow the academic distinction between inside and outside money; inside money
consists of private obligations while outside money consists of central bank obligations, consumer savings
and foreign holdings in the currency. A cheque drawn on a bank is an example of inside money while a
currency banknote is an example of outside money.
Liquidity, in a stock context, can be thought of as the ‘moneyness’ of an asset; the degree of substitutability
of private for public assets or equivalently inside money for outside. It should also be obvious that a stock
of liquidity is a necessary precursor for the exchange role. The question in practice is one of adequacy of
the stock, which is itself related to the efficiency of the payments transmission system. The role of banks
in the creation of credit and inside money is central. Here it is usual to draw a distinction between market
liquidity and funding liquidity.
In the case of market liquidity it is the asset side of the balance sheet which is relevant; the exercise is one of
determining the degree to which assets other than cash may be reclassified as cash—their cash equivalence.
Funding liquidity, by contrast, is concerned with the liability side of the balance sheet. Also known as
‘roll-over’ risk, this arises from the maturity transform inherent in banking when short term deposits are
recycled as longer-term loans and advances. It is usual for banks to utilise a mixture of market and funding
liquidity; one of the more powerful criticisms of the circumstances which led to the recent crisis was that
an excessive dependence upon market liquidity had developed. Reliance upon consumer savings deposits
in funding is attractive from both their tendency to persist and also the fact that they are outside money,
which interbank deposits are not.
Securitisations, the transfer of interests in particular pools of assets by liability issuance, involve both
asset and liability sides of the balance sheet. The market liquidity of assets is being exchanged for funding
liquidity. One issue with funding liquidity that has received relatively little attention is that its resolution
will typically dilute the interests of other liability holders. Many derivatives have the property that they
may be either assets or liabilities depending upon the state of the world with respect to their underlying. By
design, many derivatives involve no initial transfer of liquidity but are subject to liquidity demands under a
market-consistent pricing regime. The implicit leverage in such transactions can be very high indeed.
Hoarding of liquidity, the store of value function, can be achieved by the purchase of government securities,
such as Treasury bills, reducing the collateral available for support of banking and derivatives activities.
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11 - A primary economic function of banks.
12 - Box 2 is a description of current practices in these markets.
13 - The sums involved as collateral security are substantial. ISDA (International Swaps and Derivatives Association) reports in the preliminary release of their 2010 annual survey that this had amounted to
$4 trillion in 2008 and fallen to $3.2 trillion in 2009.

Box 2 - Repo Markets
In the simplest case, when a bank takes an unsecured deposit it is implicitly supporting this liability in a
general way with a claim on all of its assets, which are predominantly private sector, illiquid, untraded loans
and advances. In fact, most financing now occurs in the ‘repo’ markets rather than by unsecured interbank
deposits.
A Repurchase agreement (also known as a Repo or Sale and Repurchase agreement) allows a borrower to
use a financial security as collateral for a cash loan at a fixed rate of interest. In a repo, the borrower agrees
to sell immediately a security to a lender and also agrees to buy the same security from the lender at a fixed
price at some later date. A repo is equivalent to a cash transaction combined with a forward contract. The
cash transaction results in transfer of money to the borrower in exchange for legal transfer of the security
to the lender, while the forward contract ensures repayment of the loan to the lender and return of the
collateral to the borrower. The difference between the forward price and the spot price is the interest on
the loan while the settlement date of the forward contract is the maturity date of the loan. Repo lowers the
stated assets held while raising cash balances in accounts—it also introduces a liability to repurchase those
assets.
In 2007, repo and financial commercial paper accounted for more than 80% of US M2. More financial
institutions than just commercial banks use the market—investment banks and hedge funds finance much
of their activity here. In early 2007, repos accounted for 40% of US investment banks’ total funding.
A typical repo transaction tenor is just a few days, though open repo, which continue unless terminated,
is occasionally available. Prior to the crisis most repo activity generated cash equal to the full prevailing
market price of the security at the time the repo agreement was consummated—repo transactions are
usually based upon market prices. With less ‘liquid’ or highly volatile securities, ‘haircuts’ are sometimes
applied to repos; in this case the seller might deliver securities worth 100% against receipt of cash of just
98%—the ‘haircut’ or margin being 2%. There is a correspondence between the initial margin applied by
central clearing houses (CCP’s) and the ‘haircut’ of repo transactions. In theory, the ‘haircut’ is a function
of the volatility of the security purchased (see Box 6 for more detail); it is a safety margin in price to
accommodate the possibility of adverse price movement should the security need to be liquidated upon the
default of the repurchasing party to the agreement. It is also a relevant consideration should the lender
(purchaser) wish to use that security as collateral itself in some new financing activity. This ability to use
collateral received in further financing activity is known as the right of re-hypothecation. In repo, title, but
not beneficial ownership, passes to the purchaser. The buyer does not know if a security sold is beneficially
owned by the counterparty.
Collateral is also used as a risk mitigant for the exposures associated with derivatives. The collateral required
is firstly a function of the degree to which the contract is currently in or out of the money and secondly,
theoretically, a function of the potential future exposure of the contract. This second element is related
to the volatility of the contract value and is determined by the variability of the underlying. Unlike repo,
the collateral posted to secure OTC derivatives contracts is predominantly cash, rather than securities. It
is usual to net contract exposures and post collateral bilaterally among the counterparties to derivatives
transactions.
In the event of default of a repo counterparty, the securities are seized and may be immediately realised
by sale in the market. Title IX of the US 2005 Amendments to the Bankruptcy Code enlarged and clarified
the ‘safe-harbour’ provisions, which enabled this practice, for financial contracts under the US bankruptcy
code; this can be viewed as an evolution of existing law rather than a radical new doctrine. It expands the
definitions of financial contracts, qualifying contracts, and now includes hedge funds. It also provides for
cross-product netting of multiple contracts and protects creditors’ rights to close out a contract. Similarly
credit support agreements/annexes for ISDA documented OTC derivatives transactions typically grant this
right and, of course, bankers’ usual rights of ‘set-off’ or netting of exposures may also apply. This process
occurs outside of the formal insolvency process; the automatic stay of the US bankruptcy process is not
binding. This may be unfortunate in as much as a failing bank will typically have posted most or even all of
its high quality assets as collateral security with the result that the rump institution has effectively been
‘hollowed out’. Somewhat ironically, one of the reasons stated for this amendment was harmonisation with
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act.
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Many motivations have been advanced for the development of derivatives markets but, in general
terms, these arise as responses to market inefficiencies or imperfections. The arguments most
favoured by practitioners tend to follow the line that these contracts help to complete markets
and improve allocative efficiency. However, it is evident that some are motivated by concerns over
regulation and taxation and, more recently, it has been suggested that some are just driven by
no more than the banks’ desire to generate fee income.14 We shall restrict ourselves to observing
that Elul [1995] showed that welfare may not be improved by the introduction of non-redundant
assets into incomplete markets15 and to considering the frequently made claim that derivatives
improve market liquidity. In a more specific instance, a non-redundant contract can help to bring
a market closer to completion, but that means that there was previously a risk present in the
market system which was untraded and unpriced. The derivative merely serves to add this risk to
the priced and traded market segment.16 It is undoubtedly true that derivatives have facilitated
trades17 which would not otherwise have occurred—that is to say, they have served to increase
liquidity in its flow sense. However, in the absence of material improvements to the liquidity or
payments infrastructure, we would expect such an increase to be associated with an increased
liquidity stock demand. In a system where private provision of liquidity is inadequate this will tend
to exacerbate liquidity problems. Moreover, it should be obvious that liquidity must have a cost;
otherwise, all assets would be liquid.
In the course of this paper we consider a number of related issues such as the incentive effects of the
introduction of these new contracts and markets. We conclude with a number of recommendations
or policy actions.
We recommend separation of activities functionally into a traditional bank and a financial risk
management services company. Banks may act as securities markets brokers but not as securities
underwriters. Banks may use derivatives for their own asset and liability management but not
become market-makers or traders in this form of liquidity insurance.
Alternately, if separation of activities functionally is not desired, we should prohibit the
use among banks of collateral security as support for OTC derivatives contracts. This should
be expected to have the effect of lowering the volume of derivatives transactions and also
concentrating the minds of the bankers on the credit status of their counterparts.
The latter of these recommendations in the context of monetary and associated policies is discussed
later.

1. Banking Today
The idea that banks have changed in nature over the past few decades is not new; in 1995 Edwards
and Mishkin18 published a paper entitled: ‘The Decline of Traditional Banking: Implications for
Financial Stability and Regulatory Policy’. In this, they observe that: ‘To survive and maintain
adequate profit levels, many US banks are facing two alternatives. First they can attempt to
maintain their traditional lending activity by expanding into new, riskier areas of lending....
[Second, they can] pursue new, off-balance-sheet activities that are more profitable.’ Amongst the
evidence they offer for pursuit of newer activities are the declining share of commercial banks’
non-financial lending, their declining relative share of total financial intermediary assets and the
rising share of non-interest income in total income—from around 18% in the mid/late 1970s to
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14 - The view attributed to Paul Volcker by Peston in his blog is: ‘Much financial innovation was designed to extract rent (often in the form of premia paid by gullible investors) rather than making any
contribution to the growth potential of the economy.’
15 - This result is not unique. For example, Morrison [2001] showed that credit derivatives can cause disintermediation, lowering social welfare. There is a broader literature which generates adverse
effects—see also Allen & Gale [2000] and Allen & Carletti [2008].
16 - It is also obvious that some derivatives have added to the consequence of a risk event. For example, in 2007 Lehman Bros had some $155 billion of liabilities which might be referenced in a credit default
swap, but there were some $440 billion Credit Default Swaps (CDSs) outstanding. This implies liquidity transfers of far higher magnitude under contract exercise, the default event, and also far larger transfers
under CDS collateral agreements before that. If written as insurance contracts the principle of ‘insurable interest’ would limit such exposures to the amount of the outstanding liabilities.
17 - There is a related issue which merits detailed research. Dynamic derivatives replication strategies may introduce path dependency into the price process and path-dependent processes are well known
to be inefficient. When market activity is dominated by such ‘hedging’ transactions, it seems likely that prices will not necessarily reflect fundamental information. In this case the process by which the new
asset is introduced could offset any completion gains by bringing with it a new source of inefficiency.
18 - Edwards and Mishkin [1995]

35% by 1993. The paper documents the increase of disintermediation and increasing bank activity
in, and reliance upon, financial markets. They also observe that derivatives have been prominent
in this shift: ‘Large banks, in particular, have moved aggressively to become worldwide dealers
in off-exchange or OTC derivatives, such as swaps. Their motivation, clearly, has been to replace
some of their lost “banking” revenue with the attractive returns that can be earned in derivatives
markets.’ In addition, they note the exponential growth of those markets. It should be remembered
that then, in 1995, netting and collateralisation of exposures under derivatives contracts was not
yet widely practised and the process infrastructure for OTC transactions was also limited.19
These trends have continued at least until the onset of crisis. In his 2010 Brookings Institution
paper entitled “The Crisis”, Alan Greenspan reports a continuing significant increase until recent
times in the role of non-interest income for US commercial banks (Table 1 below is extracted from
Exhibit 16 of that paper). It is noticeable that from the late 1970s, a period usually associated with
the development of derivatives markets, banking margins began to be dominated by non-interest
income. Over this time, the diversification of activity in the larger banks was greatly facilitated
by banking deregulation in the US and the notional exposure of US banks to derivatives has risen
from $16 trillion in 1994 to more than $200 trillion in 2009—a compound growth rate in excess
of 17.5% p.a.
Table 1: Banking margins at select dates (Source: Greenspan [2010] / FDIC)
Net Income / Total Assets

Non-Interest Income / Total Assets

Av.: 1962-1966

0.766

0.566

Av.: 1978-1982

0.728

0.774

Av.: 1992-1996

1.092

1.949

Av.: 2002-2006

1.276

2.296

The evidence for economies of scope and scale in large-scale banking does not support this shift;
Haldane [2010] provides an entertaining review of the recent literature on this in his speech ‘The
$100 billion Question’. Stiroh [2004] shows that trading revenues are more cyclical than investment
banking revenues, which, in turn, are more cyclical than the traditional banking performance
measure, interest income. The concern20 must be that a shift to greater financial instrument
trading results in an increase in the banks’ exposure to systemic risk.
The nature of the users of derivatives was not clear in 1995, with Edwards and Mishkin asserting
that ‘most of these derivatives were held by large banks, and were held primarily to facilitate
the banks’ dealer and trading operations’, while Salomon Brothers, in a 1994 publication entitled
'Derivatives: New Disclosures Still Fall Short', concluded that qualitative statements in the banks’
annual reports suggested that much of their derivative activity was customer-driven. This paper
will consider later the question of derivative use.21
This growth must give rise to questions as to how or why profitability from the activity can
be sustained, as competition can be expected to result ultimately in all gains accruing to the
consumer rather than the product producer. It is noteworthy that most financial innovations in
the past few decades have been accompanied by opacity (see Box 3)—the analysis of these structures
and contracts is at best difficult and often impossible. In this situation, where asymmetry of
information prevails,22 it should be expected that bankers, as delegated agents of their shareholder
principals, would be able to capture significant rents at the expense of their shareholders.23
19 - The May 2010 Federal Reserve of New York white paper ‘Tri-Party Repo Infrastructure’ is a response to process weaknesses which became evident in the course of the crisis. It is also a useful
introduction to the technicalities of the repo market. However the recommendations of the Payments Risk Committee task force contained within it are questionable in many regards.
20 - It is understandable that some have concluded that the scale of the large banks’ activities is now motivated more by a desire to exploit the ‘too-big-to-fail’ option of government support than the
economics of scale and scope.
21 - Survey data now available, though inevitably incomplete, throws light on some aspects. The 2009 ISDA survey of derivatives usage by major corporations reports that 94% of them use derivatives for
risk management purposes. In many countries all large companies use them, in some developing economies, such as China, the usage is much lower—in that case, at 62%. Usage by sector is above 90% for
all sectors except services, which given the lower capital intensity of that sector should, perhaps, not be surprising. The usage of credit derivatives is confined to the financial services sector where 76% use
them—by contrast, among all other sectors the usage is just 2%. The predominant forms of derivatives used are interest rate swaps and foreign exchange derivatives—both of which are mature product ranges,
holding little prospect of the early super-normal returns associated with innovation. The use of commodity derivatives appears to be confined to companies with specific industrial needs, and presumably
specialised knowledge. This survey, unfortunately, throws little light upon the volumes of derivatives written with corporations by the banks, and may be subject to the possibility of distortion in the sense
that some of the banks must be counterparties to the transactions reported by both non-financial companies and other banks.
22 - The obvious remedy of increased transparency is not without problems, since the possession of common information may increase herding and initiate runs.
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In other words, it is not just clients of the banks which suffer under asymmetry of information
(see box 4).
Box 3 – Opacity
Three topics are recurring issues in the public debates of the crisis: opacity of financial products, bankers’
bonuses and the magnitude of bank balance sheets. This box will attempt to place these issues in a common
context.
Most financial innovations cannot be protected by patent or copyright; some are conceived in the academic
sector where the express objective is knowledge for all. The logical response to this situation is to protect
the bank’s intellectual property by maintaining secrecy around germane aspects of an innovation. The hope
is that this will enable the bank to recoup its investment, its sunk costs of research and development and
go on to gain super-normal profits. Innovations, of course, are usually accompanied by publicity; in part
this is reputation building and in part it is merely a search for potential clients for the innovation. Another
motivation is to attract other dealers to the innovative market; this is seen as assisting investor acceptance
and enhancing liquidity—this is encouragement of flow liquidity.
In the quest to maintain their competitive position many other banks will be interested in innovations,
needing to understand how they work, both theoretically and practically. Practical (or process) issues usually
determine whether an innovation will prove enduring or merely fragile and transient. Copying enduring
innovations is profitable for a bank. The fragile and transient are usually costly both immediately in the
development phase and in the longer term.
There is some urgency for a bank wishing to understand an innovation since the passage of time will see the
innovation commoditised, with all gains then accruing to the consumer or client.
One of the most effective and quick ways of gaining rapid understanding of an innovation is for the bank
interested to hire one of the people involved in the development of that innovation. This can be achieved by
offering the person involved better terms of employment, including usually a higher salary. The bank that
has developed an innovation will seek to protect its position by offering its key people higher salaries—and
rents arise. The discovery of information is costly. This situation was prevalent in a different aspect of
international markets in the 1970s; at that time the Eurobond market was in its infancy and institutional
investors were few and highly secretive. In large part this paucity of institutional investors arose from
the attitude of the authorities and regulatory constraints. The response by the dealer banks was to hire
salespeople from competitors—a practice known as 'hiring an address book'.
There is a widely held belief that markets can be developed in most financial instruments. This is an instance
where supply is believed to generate demand. Moreover, markets can substitute for adequate models and
can replace arbitrage-free replication strategies; the classic illustration of this is the foreign exchange
market, with which credit default swaps share many common characteristics. Models can also, in fact, drive
innovative markets—the Black-Scholes model is clearly an engine of exchange-traded option prices, rather
than a camera or descriptive record.
Markets and acceptance by investors take time to develop. In this situation, using a bank’s balance sheet
for some or all of an innovative contract is usually seen as an interim measure; the warehousing of stock
for future sale. For enduring innovations this is sound, but for the fragile and transient it is not. It does,
however, introduce a relation between innovation and scale of the bank.
This box has abstracted from the use of balance sheets to warehouse assets in the process of preparation of
securitisations, which was also substantial for some banks.
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Jensen [1986] suggests that the principal-agent problem may be resolved by limiting the free
cash-flow available to management by heavily loading the institution with short-term debt since
the need to return to markets regularly for finance will expose management to market discipline.
This remedy, of course, assumes that liquidity is always available in markets and it is also obvious
that the investment banks were massively exposed to markets for short term debt roll-over (see
box 2) but employee rents were still very high. In the case of Bear Stearns over 50% of their assets
were funded in the short-term repo markets.
23 - There is evidence that this ‘rent capture’ has been substantial; Philippon and Reshef [2008] estimate that rents account for 30-50% of wage differentials.

Box 4 – Bankers' Bonuses
This acrimonious topic arising from the crisis has focussed on the rather nebulous concept of a ‘trader’,
who is, in some way, able to alter the risk-taking behaviour of his institution. It is worth considering a little
more fully the institutional organisation of an investment bank. There are salesmen, responsible for contact
with client investors, who interact with the investment bank’s traders who authorise (or not) transactions as
principal with the investment bank’s clients. These traders will decide which transactions may be executed
based upon their expectations of markets, their inventory and other issues. Any trader will usually have
limits to the exposure that may be incurred and above these traders is a manager who determines what
those exposure limits may be.
In the absence of other incentives, the natural tendency of a salesman is to protect his clients since these are
the source of future business which will determine his long-term income. It was not uncommon in trading
rooms after the time of deregulation in financial markets (e.g., the ‘Big Bang’ in the UK in 1986) when the
ethos of client protection was still strong, for traders to complain that ‘salesmen were working for the
client, not the firm that paid their wages’. The issue of dual capacity which was facilitated by that structural
deregulation is being debated again.
Most institutional investors have constraints and limitations on their investment practices e.g. limits on
their purchase of equity securities. These restrictions are often viewed by the investment personnel as being
inappropriate for them—forbidden fruit has its own attractions. This can give rise to collusion between the
investment bank’s salesman and the institutional employees whereby the institution purchases an eligible
investment, say a bond, but one whose value is determined by, say, the value of some leveraged equity.
The letter of the investment restriction has been observed, a bond not an equity is purchased, but the
spirit has been violated grossly. Institutional portfolio managers with short-term performance hurdles and
compensation structures are particularly prone to such collusion. Of course, within an investment bank,
the compensation structure may distort the behaviour of sales personnel—the compensation offered to
salesmen can be sufficiently large that they will sell securities which are inappropriate for a client, but profit
the bank. This may arise from ignorance on the part of the salesman or from base venality.
Traders usually try to avoid ‘warehousing’ securities which are unsold from an innovative new security. These
are, in the main, securities which have low immediate prospects of high trading activity, the principal source
of profit for the trading book. Such positions utilise exposure lines which could be better employed trading
other securities. When the trader is paid on the basis of his trading revenues, the incentives are to press for
greater exposure limits.
A risk-based exposure or allocated capital system is a superior, but still incomplete determinant of the
value-added of a trader. Unfortunately, these are subject to the weakness that they reflect hedged positions
where the gross exposures far exceed limits, and in extremis, the basis risk in these ‘hedges’ can prove
enormous. There is always some basis risk in a ‘hedged’ position; this is the source of potential profit. The
old adage that the only perfect ‘hedge’ is an outright cash sale is correct.
Unsold innovative securities are usually held on a segregated proprietary account, approved by management.
Obviously, the ability to finance these positions is a concern, but usually minor for most banks; the
dominant concerns tend to be the profitability of other parts of a transaction, the relative incentives for the
different divisions of the investment bank involved, and the external reputation of the bank. Constructing
a compensation system for management is no simple affair as issues such as the promotion of internal cooperation and initiative are a material concern. Externalities, such as the possible systemic consequence,
are ignored.
However, it is possible to bring discipline to the situation at the level of the institution. This would
involve no more than limiting total incentive compensation paid to be less than, or equal to, the lower
of total corporate taxes and shareholder dividends paid in any year. This simple structure, which could be
calibrated more finely, aligns the interests of all parties. The incentive for management to overstate current
profitability at the expense of the future would be greatly mitigated, and shareholders motivated to monitor
the management of their investments more closely.
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2. Collateral and Funding Issues
The repo markets peaked in early 2008 when some $4.3 trillion was outstanding;24 this has
declined to around $2.5 trillion in early 2010.25 The figures quoted here are those of Federal
Reserve reporting dealers; there is no aggregate measure of the market size. Obviously, these
are incomplete when the figure of interest is the overall market size;26 some estimate that the
overall market may be as large as $12 trillion. The range of widely accepted collateral narrowed
significantly in the crisis.27
By contrast, Afonso et al.28 investigate overnight federal funds lending and find that the volumes
of interbank overnight loans rose from $177 billion in early 2007 to $250 billion in the wake of the
takeover of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan and then fell to around $135 billion after the introduction
of interest payments by the Fed on required and excess reserves. These authors also find that banks
with poor returns on assets used the discount window more after the failure of Lehman Bros. (the
requirement to post collateral does not appear to have been a binding constraint)29, but their
overarching conclusion is that money markets did not entirely freeze.
If the market reports of difficulty in obtaining term funds are taken as credible, we would expect
a significant increase in day-to-day lending volumes as these demands were rolled over in the
short term. It is also difficult to reconcile their (Afonso et al’s) finding with the very high levels
of reserves which were held at the Federal Reserve by the commercial banks—these rose from $19
billion in 2006 to $860 billion in 2008.30 It would be interesting to examine the development of
overnight funding relative to reserves held.
Fegatelli [2010] reports on the development of repo activity at one international central securities
depositary, Clearstream, and shows that repo turnover as a proportion of assets in custody rose
steadily from around 5% to peak at 10% in February 2008 falling to less than 7% in August 2008
and interprets this as increasing use of debt securities as collateral. Somewhat surprisingly, the
aggregate level of repo outstanding in Clearstream rises steadily all through the crisis period, but
the Fegatelli paper also reports ‘tri-party’31 repo outstanding (stock) in Clearstream as having
been steady in the €100 - €150 billion range until March 2008, after which it declines to the
€50 - €100 billion range; this decline appears to be matched by an increase in the outstanding
Euro General Collateral Pool.32 ICMA33 report that outstanding repo transactions peaked at €6.8
trillion and subsequently fell to €4.6 trillion in December 2008, in their bi-annual surveys of
international market repo.34
The Clearstream and ICMA surveys also report the term structure of outstandings; over the crisis
period the ICMA survey shows decreases in the overnight to seven day terms and pronounced
increases in the one to three month terms while Clearstream shows a significant increase, almost
doubling, of overnight activity with marked declines in maturities in the range from several days
to one month—beyond one month the stock increases are substantial. The BIS reports, in an article
in its December 2008 quarterly review, a contraction of $423 billion in the interbank market
outstandings. This is a mixed bag of empirical facts that do not sit well with either press reports
from the time of total market seizure or much academic analysis of the crisis.
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24 - Large scale banking involvement in repo activity is actually a relatively recent phenomenon. Less than twenty years ago many major European Banks were still researching the market, and repo activity
in non-dollar currencies is still much less well-developed than the US market. To illustrate this point, consider the UK banks’ aggregate sterling assets and liabilities at June 1999—these show total liabilities
of £1,317 billion, with liabilities under repo at just £72 billion (5.5%) and corresponding assets of £78 billion (6.0%). The banking system was then a small net lender, principally to investment banks and hedge
funds. Repo has assumed a slightly greater role in the sterling markets in the period since, but, at June 2009, it still accounted for only 9.9% of UK banks’ total sterling liabilities.
25 - There are many reasons for this decline—among which are the low levels of interest rates, larger haircuts, more stringent collateral quality requirements, the decline of securitisation and smaller trading
books held by dealers. It seems that the market will revert to the situation that once prevailed, that only Treasury and high quality mortgage and corporate securities were acceptable collateral.
26 - Federal Reserve [2010] reports tri-party repo at $2.8 trillion at its 2008 height, and this declines to $1.7 trillion in recent times. Tri-party is therefore a significant part of all dealer repo financing.
27 - This follows from Gorton G. [2010]
28 - Afonso G., Kovner A., & Schoar A [2010]
29 - Fegatelli P. [2010]
30 - The Federal Reserve H8 statistics report that the cash hoarding was confined to large banks—small banks show no recognisable deviation from trend growth.
31 - The distinguishing feature of a tri-party repo is that a custodian bank or international clearing organisation, the tri-party agent, acts as an intermediary between the two parties to the repo. The tri-party
agent is responsible for the administration of the transaction including collateral allocation, marking to market, and substitution of collateral.
32 - The Euro GC pool is collateral eligible for acceptance at the European Central Bank’s discount window.
33 - International Capital Markets Association
34 - A number of methodological issues render the absolute values reported by ICMA suspect but the trend evident is more reliable and perhaps accurate in relative terms.

Box 5 – A Framework for Liquidity Analysis
The Holmstrom/Tirole Framework
Holmstrom and Tirole [1998] develop a simple two period model, where an entrepreneur has initial wealth
of 8 but wants to engage in a project which requires total investment at time 0 of 10. At time 1 there is
no revenue from the project and with equal probability, in order to continue, the project requires a further
investment of 20 or 0. At time 2, the project pays off a total of 30 of which just 12 can be pledged ex ante
to investors—for simplicity interest rates are zero. This is illustrated below:

0
Project requires 10
Entrepreneur possesses 8
Investor lends 2

1

2

.5 probability project
requires 20 to continue

Project pays 30

.5 probability project
requires 0 to continue

12 is pledgeable to Investor

In this situation the project is viable for a bank investor as its outlay [(10-8) + 0.5(20) =12] equals its
return. However, reliance upon the market in a finance-as-you-go strategy is not sustainable. Funding
just the initial deficit of 2 at initiation results in a need to raise 20 in fifty percent of circumstances and
with the prospect of just 12 as its payoff, no bank investor will make this advance of 20 when needed at
the intermediate time. The frictions in this model occur within the project, not the market; with just 12
pledgeable to investors, the entrepreneur’s claim to 18 of the payoff, rather than the 8 invested, can be
viewed as an incentive to overcome moral hazard, an agency cost or other diversion. From the perspective
of this paper, the lesson to be taken from this simple model is that reliance upon the market for funding
can be misguided in and of itself.
This should also serve as a caution as to the limitations of market-trading based dynamic replication
strategies, which lie at the heart of many financial models—most notably the Black, Scholes & Merton
option pricing models
Holmstrom and Tirole extend this simple model to the case where the entrepreneur contracts with a bank at
time 0 for a line of credit of 20 to be available at time 1. If the line is drawn down, the bank becomes the
senior creditor and receives, in priority, the payoff of 12 at time 2, so the time 0 commitment fee should
be 4 [0.5(20-12)]. The bank profits if the funding is not needed and loses if it is drawn. Note that the bank
would not undertake the advance at time 1 (as above) without its having been pre-contracted. It is precisely
because the advance is loss-making when made that it needs to be pre-arranged; this is clearly a form of
insurance. In this pre-contracting situation the entrepreneur needs at time 0 to raise both the commitment
fee (4) and the initial financing deficit (2) a total amount of 6 – investors are prepared to finance this
full amount since their payoff is 12 in fifty percent (= 6) of outcomes. The lesson to be drawn from this
extension is that committed lines incur losses when drawn in the absence of market imperfections—and
that material adverse change clauses are likely to be of little use as a risk avoidance or mitigation mechanism.
It is also evident that the derivatives contract requires a higher stock of initial liquidity than the market
based finance-as-you-go strategy.
Farhi and Tirole [2009] extend this elementary model and demonstrate that there is a trade-off between
liquidity and scale and derive conditions for the relative attraction of funding versus hoarding liquidity.
Holmstrom & Tirole [2009] also show that some assets, such as portfolios of equities, may be valueless when
the economy is hit by an aggregate shock and may therefore be of no use as stores of value in a macroeconomic sense.

As was noted in Box 2, collateral is also used as a risk mitigant for the exposures associated
with derivatives positions. There is some evidence that collateral agreements may be asymmetric
favouring the large and strong institutions. The Valukas report on Lehman notes large collateral
demands from its clearing agents, and recent Bloomberg stories reported that Goldman Sachs held
collateral to the value of 57% of its outstanding derivatives assets while posting just 16% on its
liabilities. This practice appears, prima facie, to be exploitation of market power and monopoly.
The New York Federal Reserve observed in a January 2010 report that collateral demands also
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played a significant role in the difficulties experienced by Bear Stearns and AIG. In addition, the
problems at New Century Financial and the hedge funds Carlyle and Peloton were reported as
being related to collateral calls. Thornburg Mortgage went as far as to negotiate a one-year stay
of collateral calls through a process that involved raising a new convertible capital note, though
it still ultimately failed in 2009.
Guarantees, a form of derivative contract, were extensively supplied by the banks to the conduits
they created to remove many assets from their balance sheets. This was a form of regulatory
avoidance.35 These contracts, in essence, guaranteed to supply liquidity to the conduit in the
event that commercial paper markets were unwilling or unable to do so. Some, but by no means
all, of these guarantees were supplied by the bank creating the conduit. It was evident that most
bankers considered these liquidity guarantees little more than a ‘comfort’ to the commercial
paper lenders, and priced them generously. In the event, this proved not to be the case.36
When considered in conjunction with the issues of reputation and trust, the conduit assets were
returned to the sponsor bank balance sheet, which compounded the liquidity difficulties being
experienced in the banking sector. In total the exposure of banks to conduit commercial paper
financing was substantial.
Acharya & Richardson [2009] document, using Bankscope data, total conduit commercial paper
outstanding in January 1987 for the ten largest conduit administrators as $473 billion. Others
have estimated the total asset backed commercial paper market outstanding at slightly above
$1 trillion. The subsequent contraction of the asset backed commercial paper market is distorted
inasmuch as a number of banks chose to hold this paper after calls on the conduit liquidity facility.
By any reckoning this was a material amount of liquidity for the banks collectively to find.
Guarantees are a primitive derivative which we will now examine theoretically. Box 5 outlines a
simple framework due to Holmstrom & Tirole, which makes evident a number of relevant issues,
including the potential failure of market-based finance-as-you-go strategies.
The guarantors of liquidity for the bank conduits were exposed to precisely the situation modelled,
which was compounded by concerns over the declining value of conduit assets.37 By the summer
of 2007, as is widely documented elsewhere,38 there was evidence of a marked deterioration in
the performance of mortgage securities; default rates in the sub-prime sector had risen and were
continuing to increase.39 In addition, the market performance of asset-backed securities indices
was showing marked deterioration from February 2007 forward—the ABX indices are most widely
cited in this context.40 By any reckoning, it was becoming obvious that investors had reason to
be concerned; the uncertainty and risk of this asset type had increased and were still rising, and
were further compounded by the relative opacity of conduit and CDO structures with respect to
the quality and diversity of assets underlying them.
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35 - It is arguable that this creation of a ‘shadow’ banking system was evasion rather than avoidance; particularly in light of the fact that reputation risk led the banks to take the assets and liabilities of these
vehicles back on balance sheet even where there was no legal obligation to do so.
36 - Citibank, for example, bought back $25 billion of mortgage-backed CDOs which were subsequently valued at 33%. HSBC reported bringing $41 billion of SIV assets back on to its balance sheet. There
are now new rules which require a bank to account for these vehicles as if they were assets of the bank and the Basel Committee are proposing a five-fold increase in the regulatory capital required by a
guarantor bank for this exposure.
37 - Kiyotake & Moore [1997] develop a model in which collateral asset values serve as the mechanism for contagion—a theme which is central to this paper.
38 - See, for example, Demyanyk Y. & Van Hemert O. [2008], who find that the quality of loans deteriorated for six consecutive years before the crisis and that securitisers were to some extent aware of it.
39 - In addition to concerns over the quality of mortgage origination, which led to the NINJA (“no income, no job or assets”) and “liar loan” epithets, questions were also being raised as to the soundness of
some of the risk management techniques. The practice had emerged of offering 2/28 mortgages to sub-prime borrowers, which was grounded in the fear that 30-year fixed for this borrower classification was
too risky for the mortgage lender. The 2/28 mortgage is often called a “band aid” loan structured with the first two years fixed at an initial low interest rate with the remaining twenty-eight years adjustable,
usually every six months, at increasing, often dramatic, rates. In other words, this 2/28 structure arose in order to shift risk from the mortgage lender to the consumer, notwithstanding the fact that this was
originally motivated by the riskiness of that consumer over time to the lender. This risk ‘solution’ introduces a specific path dependency into the consumer’s mortgage servicing requirements, the need to
refinance or face much higher interest costs after the initial two years have elapsed. The argument that continually rising house prices facilitated refinancing is, though logically true, spurious; thirty-year
fixed mortgages would also have benefited and been more secure. This is a risk transfer which exacerbated rather than resolved the original position.
40 - The ABX indices, which were first created in January 2006, are a strong candidate as the initiator of the market meltdown. They aggregated information on the parlous state of delinquency of recent
vintages of sub-prime mortgages and rendered this common knowledge. They also greatly facilitated short-selling of sub-prime mortgage securities as contracts could be written upon them for cash
settlement (indices lower the asymmetric information “lemons” problem that would restrict transactions in individual mortgage securities). Their observed poor performance in the early part of 2007 was
widely criticised as exceeding fundamental default and delinquency experience. However, the limited historic experience and the fact that under unlimited short-selling no equilibrium is defined would
suggest that this poor performance was both possible and perhaps even likely.

Box 6 – Haircuts
Occasionally these are just the standard supervisory haircuts set by the Central Bank or under Basel II. As
there is evidence that these levels feed into market practices, we shall discuss this aspect more fully later.
Volatility-based measures, such as Value-at-Risk and stress tests, together with qualitative measures, are
often employed in their determination. However, market forces and business interests are a significant
qualitative determinant and in normal times can often override risk management concerns. This is merely
a variant to the convention that in markets participants ignore some uncertainty and inherent risk in order
to pursue the gains from trade.
In recent times daily or even intra-day collateral calls on repo have been introduced, harmonising them
with OTC derivatives practices. Higher haircuts are usually restricted to renewals, other than in the case of
specific contingency occurrences. With OTC derivatives, it is possible to receive demands based upon the
variation of the contract value, and also on both variation in the value of collateral already posted and on
the change in ‘haircut’ when a particular security becomes less attractive to the creditor in the contract. For
example, a rating downgrade for an asset posted could even lead to it becoming entirely ineligible. Market
illiquidity and uncertainty are usually prominent concerns when determining the ‘haircut’.
OTC Derivatives Haircuts
Collateral agreements for OTC derivatives transactions are usually arranged under the International Swaps
and Derivatives Association (ISDA) Master Agreement and related Credit Support Annexe (CSA). The
agreement covers threshold amounts and minimum transfers as well as the definition of eligible collateral,
frequency of calls and calculation of exposures. The CSA often sets the collateralisation terms that apply to
the entire portfolio of OTC derivatives outstanding between two parties. It is unusual for individual trades
to be margined on a stand-alone basis.
The BIS Committee for the Global Financial System reports in its paper number 36: ‘To reduce counterparty
risk, standards in the OTC derivatives market are now moving towards the use of two-way collateral transfer
agreements, daily re-margining practices and zero threshold amounts...Collateral criteria for OTC derivatives
trades did not change during the crisis, perhaps because the renegotiation and modification of CSAs is
quite a time-consuming process. Cash dominates the collateral received (constituting roughly 85%). The
remainder is mostly made up of government bonds or other highly rated bonds with appropriate haircuts,
and its composition and haircuts have remained broadly unchanged.’
Collateral security margins for derivatives are usually based upon current exposures calculated on the basis
of market prices and agreed models. In some cases these collateral agreements include further requirements
based upon the potential future exposure of the contract.
CCP Margins
Central counterparties (CCPs), the clearing houses for exchange-traded derivatives, operate risk-based initial
and variation margin systems. An initial margin based upon the volatility and possible worst case liquidation
value is required. In addition, variation margins must be maintained and are derived from mark-to-market
or model changes in value. The amount of collateral which must be posted is calculated on the basis of the
total risk exposure of a counterparty’s portfolio of contracts. This involves cross-margining, where the risks
of different contracts are offset. Margins required are usually calculated on a daily basis, but sometimes
intra-day; the right to make intra-day calls is reserved by most CCPs. Margin requirements are calculated
on the basis of short periods to liquidation, usually just a few days; a worst case liquidation. This is usually
materially less than the potential future exposure of most OTC derivatives contracts.

3. Haircuts
The techniques and processes, which usually include both quantitative and qualitative criteria,
used to establish haircuts and set other credit terms are described in box 6, which also discusses
some issues concerning the manner in which they are set in markets. Of course, central banks also
apply haircuts to the collateral securities offered to them at the discount window.41
Gorton & Metrick [2009] in ‘Securitised Banking and the Run on Repo’ develop an index
of the haircuts applied to securities in repo; this rises from zero prior to the summer of 2007
to 45% by early 2009. The effect of such rises in haircuts is to lower liquidity substantially.
41 - See http://www.frbdiscountwindow.org/20090819margins_announcement.cfm?hdrID=14 for details of the securities currently acceptable in the US and their associated collateral margins (or haircuts).
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Banks which had previously been financing themselves adequately could now only raise far lower
cash amounts using their asset portfolios. In fact, such haircuts place restrictions upon the liability
structure of banks; in the event that a bank can raise only 55% of its asset value from money
markets, then capital and unsecured liabilities must equate to the balance of 45%. The problem
for a bank is how it increases unsecured deposits or raises other capital to finance the reduction
in liquidity at a time when its assets are pledged elsewhere.
When a security has badly impaired value as collateral due to the haircuts being applied in repo,
the obvious solution is to sell the security in the market, with the expected consequence for
market prices.42 Table 2 (below)43 shows the changes in haircuts between June 2007 and June
2009 by type of security and type of counterparty. Over this period, several classes of asset ceased
to have any value as collateral for repo, notably structured products and asset-backed securities.
High grade securities such as US government and agency securities saw far lower increases in
haircuts but nonetheless did see increases. It is interesting to note that the haircuts for equities
increased only marginally over this period.44 This is surprising given that not only did equity
prices decline for prolonged periods but also equity market volatility increased to unprecedented
levels—the VIX volatility index peaked at over 90% in intraday trading in the wake of the bankruptcy
of Lehman Brothers. At the end of June 2007 the index close value was 15.4% and at the end
of June 2009 it closed at 26.2%. This suggests rather strongly that volatility is not the prime
determinant of haircuts in practice—and is in accord with one of the CGFS (Committee for the
Global Financial System) survey findings, reported later, in that regard.
Table 2: Typical haircuts at June 2007 and June 2009 (%)
June 2007
Prime1

Non-prime2

June 2009
Unrated3

Prime1

Non-prime2

Unrated3

G7 government bonds
Short-term

0

0

0.5

0.5

1

2

Medium-term

0

0

0.5

1

2

3

Short-term

1

2

3

1

2

3

Medium-term

1

2

3

2

5

7

US Agencies

Pfandbrief
Prime MBS
AAA-rated

4

6

10

10

20

30-100

AA- and A-rated

8

12

25

100

100

100

Asset-backed securities

10

20

20

25

50

100

Structured products (AAA)

10

15

20

100

100

100

1

2

5

8

12

15

Investment grade bonds
AAA- and AA-rated
A- and BBB-rated
High-yield bonds

4

7

10

10

15

20

8

12

20

15

20

40

10

12

20

15

20

25

20

35

20

25

40

Equity
G7 countries
Emerging economics
1Prime

counterparty

2Non-prime

15
counterparty

3Hedge

funds and other unrated counterparties

It is obvious from these changes in haircuts that any financial institution which was reliant
upon funding in the repo market would have suffered a considerable liquidity squeeze from this
source alone. The distinction between prime and non-prime counterparties in table 2 provides an
indication of the possible magnitude of the market practice of demanding increased collateral
upon counterparty downgrade as the haircuts increase materially. This practice is also widely used
with respect to derivatives exposures, where it is sometimes referred to as a ‘cliff effect’.
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42 - It should be recognised that if a security cannot be repo’d, then it will be difficult, and perhaps impossible to sell since the dealer also has a need to finance the purchase.
43 - Reproduced from the BIS Committee for the Global Financial System (CGFS) paper number 36 [2010] ‘The role of margin requirements and haircuts in procyclicality’
44 - Issues of market microstructure also enter into consideration. Eligibility of an asset for discount window borrowings would tend to view official haircuts as an arbitrage value in the absence of ‘stigma’
limiting such borrowings. Equity markets, where many outside money investors are present and dealer inventory is not significant, should show some resilience.

The theory notwithstanding, the CGFS reported in its paper: ‘Increased volatility of market prices
also contributed to greater haircuts, though participants in some markets said that it did not
contribute materially. Portfolio margining models, often used in prime brokerage, might have
been expected to generate volatile margins that responded to changes in market volatility and
correlation. However, the majority of such models appear to have used volatility assumptions
backed out from historical stressed periods rather than the most recent data so that, for more
liquid asset classes such as G7 government bonds and equities, haircuts changed only modestly.’
The potential exists that segmentation of market participants, including central banks, contributes
to or even places explicit bounds on the haircuts applied in market practice—there is no reason,
other than the possibility of some form of market stigma, for a bank to accept a higher haircut
in markets than would be applied at the discount window. This aspect is a topic worthy of further
empirical research.

4. The Derivatives Market
In this section we seek to describe the derivatives markets45 and give some indication of their
development over the past decade.
The market is overwhelmingly OTC in nature—in 1999 exchange-traded derivatives accounted for
just 11% of notional exposures, declining in 2004 to 8% and, by 2009, falling to less than 5% of
activity.46 The overall market has grown impressively—the total notional outstanding contracts of
US banks have risen from $33 trillion in 1999 to $81 trillion in 2004 and then to $203 trillion in
2009—that is approaching 20% p.a. compound. Of course this notional contract figure does not
reflect well the risk exposures associated with these contracts, to which we shall return later. The
types of derivative contract are shown below as table 3.
Table 3: Market shares by contract type
1999

2004

2009

Futures

27%

13%

12%

Swaps

51%

64%

67%

Options

21%

20%

15%

Credit

1%

3%

7%

Notional derivatives contracts outstanding may also be categorised by market risk, as is shown
below as table 4.
Table 4: Derivatives by market
1999

2004

2009

Interest rate

79%

87%

84%

Foreign exchange

17%

10%

8%

Equities

2%

1%

1%

Commodities

0%

0%

0%

Credit derivatives

1%

1%

7%

The derivatives market is highly concentrated. In 1999 the top seven US banks, in OCC data,
accounted for 93% of derivatives exposures rising to 96% in 2004 and after the restructuring,
mergers and takeovers of the investment banks in the crisis, the five most prominent US banks
now account for 97% of all activity. This degree of concentration should be cause for concern in
its own right.47
45 - We use predominantly the OCC (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency) quarterly derivatives reports for US commercial banks and focus upon quarter ended June reports as these are less prone to
year-end ‘window-dressing’ and other effects arising from consideration of trader compensation schemes.
46 - It should be emphasised that this is a relative figure which implies only that the growth in exchange-traded (ET) activity has not kept pace with that of OTC derivatives—but unsurprising as most new
products, such as credit derivatives, are developed first in the OTC markets. It appears that ET activity is to a very large extent driven by the hedging of OTC contracts. The exchange-traded product might be
characterised as ‘mature’. In fact this is a net figure as contracts are ‘torn-up’ daily. It is the first of many discrepancies in data consistency.
47 - Tri-party repo is also highly concentrated in both supply and demand for funds.
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The overall derivatives market was estimated by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) to
be greater than $600 trillion notional in 2009. The OCC data now capture approximately one
third of this. There is some evidence that the US banks’ share of the OTC derivatives markets may
have declined marginally in the decade considered. In the period prior to the crisis the share of
the overall market captured by the OCC data was smaller than currently as the US investment
banks had been major participants in these markets. From the published data it is not possible to
estimate fully the magnitude of these effects; by integrating two banks their mutual, bilateral
exposures will be extinguished, apparently shrinking the overall market size. In the case of the
merger of JP Morgan and Chase, the result was a quarterly decline in gross market size of $5.9
trillion, which consisted of a decrease of $6.9 trillion for the merged firm and an increase in
the rest of the market of $1 trillion. This also illustrates one of the problems of measurement of
market size using notional contract outstandings as the metric.
The OCC reports the level of ‘netting’48 applicable to notional contracts as 64% of contracts in
1999 rising to 83% in 2004 and to 88% in 2009. It now exceeds 90% in the latest OCC releases. If
this is considered a fair measure of the market then true notional exposures are reduced to $11.8
trillion in 1999, $13.8 trillion in 2004 and $24.6 trillion in 2009.49 These are far less intimidating
figures than the gross numbers which are so widely reported, but, nonetheless, they are large
relative to the capital base of the US banking industry ($1.0 trillion). Figure 1 shows the evolution
of total gross and net notional exposures over the period June 1999 to June 2009:
Figure 1: Gross and net derivatives outstanding – US (OCC)

The OCC publication also reports the credit equivalents of derivatives contracts outstanding.50 In
this it follows the market practice of considering the current mark-to-market net exposure of the
banks.
Figure 2: BIS Estimates of OTC derivatives markets size, value and credit exposure. ($ millions)
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48 - This ‘netting’ should not be confused with ‘trade compression’, which consists of finding offsetting transactions within the banks’ portfolios, which may then be negated and no longer appear in
published statistics. Theo Lubke of the NY Fed recently reported that $53 trillion notional of CDS contracts and $39 trillion notional of interest rate swaps had been compressed since 2008.
49 - This residual figure, however, is, perhaps, something of an overstatement since, among these netted gross figures, there may be many offsetting but unnetted transactions. If the banking books were
perfectly hedged, this would justify halving these figures again.
50 - Methodological differences can produce very large discrepancies in the reported OTC derivatives statistics. Figure 2 shows the BIS global figures as at June 2009. Though three times the gross notional
size of the US market, this shows the global net market value outstandings as being similar in size to the estimated US market above. Even if the US market net figure is halved, this would suggest an
overall market of around $36 trillion rather than the $25 trillion reported by the BIS. As this BIS figure is arrived at by netting the entire reported positive and negative gross market values of ‘reporting’
banks, this BIS figure is perhaps better considered as a measure of the non-bank use of derivatives; in that view, of use by corporations and non-bank financial companies is indeed substantial. The figure
reported for total credit exposure is not surprising; a global figure of $3.74 trillion is similar to the US exposure of £1.2 trillion rescaled, but this is discussed further later.

The detail available from the OCC surveys allows us to continue with further analysis than is
possible with the BIS statistics; accordingly, in this note we use the OCC data. There are some
discrepancies between these two publications, notably in the size of the net market discussed
previously, and also the net credit exposure. The BIS credit calculation is based upon netting
positive and negative exposures at a high level. Though there is apparent agreement between
the OCC reported figure of $1.2 trillion and the BIS $3.74 trillion global market estimate, in the
case of the OCC statistics, this includes the potential future exposure. Net current credit exposure
reported by the OCC is just $555 billion, which would suggest a global market exposure of around
$1.6 trillion rather than the $3.74 trillion reported by the BIS.

5. Credit Exposure Calculations51
The first step in estimating the credit exposure of derivatives is the estimation of the fair value of
all contracts which are receivables for the bank (gross positive fair value). Simultaneously those
contracts which are ‘out-of-the money’ are estimated, again using fair value techniques. In the OCC
surveys, for those contracts where a netting agreement or right of offset with the counterparty
exists, the gross positive exposures are netted to produce a ‘net current credit exposure’ (NCCE).
The table below illustrates this process:
Table 5: Credit exposure calculations
$ Billion

Q209

Q109

Gross Positive Fair Value

4,641

6,325

Less Netting Benefit

4,086

5,630

Netted Current Credit Exposure

555

695

Plus Potential Future Exposure

670

723

Total Credit Exposure

1,225

1,418

Netting Benefit %

88.0%

89.0%

It is worth noting that, in the second quarter of 2009, the gross negative fair values of the banks’
positions amounted to $4.772 trillion.52 The non-derivative total assets of the banks amounted to
just $10.415 trillion.
The second calculation is an estimation of the degree to which the derivative may move in favour
of the bank over the life of the contract, the potential future exposure (PFE).53 This calculation
is similar to the basis on which initial margins54 for exchange-traded derivatives are set; it is an
estimate of the replacement, or equivalent ‘close out’, cost of the contract at future dates. The
prime determinant here is the volatility of the contract and that is a function of both market
behaviour and contract terms.
The significance of these derivatives exposures and their evolution may be illustrated by considering
the ratio of net current credit exposure to risk-based capital for these banks. This is reported in 1999
as averaging 294% among the top eight banks versus an industry average of just 6.9%, in 2004
this was 247% for the top seven banks with the industry average at just 4.9% and in 2009, 207%
for the top five. In the early periods JP Morgan stood out as having a very high level of exposure,
exceeding 750% on a number of occasions. In the 2009 sample, Goldman Sachs stands out with a
ratio of 921%; omitting Goldman the simple average among the top four was 175% of risk-based
capital. Another possible comparator is the amount of commercial and industrial loans held by the
US banking system—in 2007 this amounted to $1.3 trillion and perhaps surprisingly had risen above
$1.5 trillion during 2008,55 but has declined markedly to $1.25 trillion in recent releases.56
51 - Credit risk in derivatives differs from that experienced in traditional banking, where the bank’s maximum exposure is limited to the amount of the loan advanced, the bank’s asset. By contrast, a derivative,
such as a swap, may be either an asset or a liability depending upon the terms of the contract and the state of the market in the underlying. The credit exposure of an option arises from the degree to which
it is in the money and its terms—the degree of exposure to the counterparty. The credit risk of a derivative is an estimate, usually derived from a model.
52 - This is a sum which the banks could hardly meet from their own resources and could be considered prima facie evidence of overtrading.
53 - It should also be noted that the OCC changed the method of calculation of PFE in the second quarter of 2007, now using methods developed by the banks rather than a simple add-on method. The result
was that a PFE calculated previously as $1.659 trillion was reduced to just $734 billion under the new method. In the analysis which follows we use the original reported calculations and adjust upwards the
subsequently reported PFE values by this factor.
54 - One of the problems for central counterparties in clearing non-standardised contracts lies precisely in the estimation of the initial margin required.
55 - This increase can in fact be attributed to companies drawing down their committed lines of credit.
56 - Federal Reserve H8 report.
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The practice of taking collateral security against credit exposures arising from derivatives contracts
has grown substantially over the last decade but before considering collateral security in some
detail, it is worth considering the type of collateral that is posted against derivatives exposures
(table 6):
Table 6: Collateral security composition for OTC derivatives. (Source: OCC-2009)
Fair Value of Collateral

Cash US
Dollar

Cash Other

US Treasury
Securities

US Gov't
Agency

Corp Bonds

Equity
Securities

All Other
Collateral

Total

Collateral Composition

61.4%

22.9%

1.3%

3.2%

0.3%

1.3%

9.6%

100%

The CGFS reported some 85% of collateral posted as security is cash.57 In 2009, the OCC reports
that total netted current credit exposure amounted to $555 billion of which 63% was collateralised
($343 billion). The collateral held by the top five banks amounts to 90% of their netted current
credit exposure; at $432 billion, the collateral held by these banks exceeds the total held by all
banks, which lends support to the argument that these banks have market power. Table 7 shows
the composition of total credit exposure from derivatives, the bilaterally netted current credit
exposure and the potential future exposure.
Table 7: Credit exposures and collateral posted in June 2009. The PFE values reported here are calculated according to the new method.
(Source: OCC)
$ Millions
JPM CHASE

Total Assets

Total Notional

Risk-Based

Netted

Capital

Current

PFE*

Total Credit

Collateral

Exposure

1,663,998

79,941,219

142,825

165,044

239,116

404,160

107,000

119,678

40,477,262

20,191

115,739

70,250

185,989

171,000

BANK AMERICA

1,450,830

39,064,884

137,630

61,669

126,654

188,324

84,000

CITIBANK

1,165,400

31,943,721

112,475

84,425

150,805

235,230

58,000

WELLS FARGO

1,100,177

5,111,215

117,660

51,299

32,497

83,796

12,000

Totals

5,500,083

196,538,301

530,781

478,176

619,322

1,097,499

432,000

GOLDMAN SACHS

It is worth examining the post collateral total credit exposure of these banks as a proportion of
their risk-based capital; these figures are shown below as Table 8. The total asset exposure as a
proportion of risk based capital is also shown. Unfortunately, we know nothing of the quality or
riskiness of these non-derivative assets, or any specific security collateral supporting them.
Table 8: Authors’ calculations - Source OCC
Unsecured Total Credit Exposure / proportion of risk-based capital

Total Other Assets / Risk-based Capital

JPM CHASE

208%

1165%

GOLDMAN SACHS

74%

593%

BANK AMERICA

76%

1054%

CITIBANK

158%

1036%

WELLS FARGO

61%

935%

The banks report derivatives not held for trading as being consistently in the range 2% - 3% of
total outstanding derivatives contracts overall. This suggests strongly that though they may play
an important role in the financial risk management of banks, this is not material in the context
of overall market activity.
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57 - Cash is a particularly attractive form of collateral to the recipient in times when interbank markets are disrupted and funding costs highly uncertain.

Table 9: Derivatives held for trading and other purposes: June 2009 OCC
$Trillion
Rank

1

Trading

Not For
Trading

Credit
Derivatives

Bank

Total Assets

Total
Derivatives

Gross
positive
Fair Value

Gross
negative
Fair Value

Gross
positive
Fair Value

Gross
negative
Fair Value

Gross
positive
Fair Value

Gross
negative
Fair Value

JP Morgan Chase

1.663

79.941

1.485

1.459

0.0027

0.0012

0.296

0.285

2

Goldman Sachs

0.119

40.477

0.673

0.616

0.0005

0

0.091

0.081

3

Bank of America

1.451

39.065

0.899

0.879

0.0008

0.0039

0.081

0.076

4

Citibank

1.165

31.944

0.691

0.684

0.0037

0.0073

0.139

0.123

5

Wells Fargo

1.101

5.111

0.087

0.085

0.0125

0.0104

0.02

0.02

Top 5

5.501

196.538

3.835

3.724

0.0204

0.0194

0.628

0.584

Other

4.916

6.922

0.106

0.104

0.0126

0.0101

0.039

0.034

Total

10.415

203.438

3.942

3.828

0.0329

0.0329

0.666

0.628

From table 9 it is evident that, other than in the case of Wells Fargo, the use of derivatives by banks
for their own risk management is extremely limited. Whilst it would be expected that balance
sheet hedging activities should carry a cost, only Citibank reports a net cost associated with notfor-trading exposures. Other commercial banks report just $12 billion of gross positive fair value
and $10 billion of gross negative fair value. It is difficult to reconcile this low exposure with the
reported fact that banks account for more than 50% of counterparty derivatives exposures.
The exposure of the large reporting banks can also be classified more fully by type of user, as is
shown in table 10:
Table 10: Net current credit exposure by type of counterparty. Source: OCC 2009
Net Current Credit
Exposure ($ Billion)

Banks

Mono-line
Insurers

Hedge Funds

Sovereign

Corporate &
Other

All
Counterparties

JPM Chase

86.96

0.69

3.76

3.95

69.17

164.53

Bank of America

57.28

9.95

2.57

3.79

87.17

160.77

Goldman Sachs

158.38

0.00

5.03

5.14

50.10

218.65

Morgan Stanley

63.77

6.48

2.04

8.18

51.28

131.75

Citigroup

75.29

4.87

3.11

2.47

46.00

131.73

Wells Fargo

13.02

1.30

1.48

0.01

15.91

31.72

Total—All Banks

472.73

25.78

19.06

24.45

343.54

885.57

It is clear from table 10 that corporate and other use is substantial. Unfortunately, we have been
unable to obtain data on the relative levels of collateral provision by classification for these
counterparties. However, the fourth quarter 2009 OCC call report observes that banks now hold
collateral against 95% of their current bank exposures and 217% of their hedge fund exposures,
with corporate and sovereigns providing much less. The over-collateralisation of any classification
carries the consequence that the simple proportion of aggregate exposures collateralised may
mislead when used as an indicator of true bank exposure.
The use of derivatives by banks is profitable for them in aggregate, both as users for their own risk
management and as traders in derivatives instruments. Losses reported as write-offs and in markto-market valuation are small and rare relative to the exposures and profitability of positions
shown. Write-offs exceed $150 billion only in four crisis years, and even then are contained far
below 1998’s $850 billion. This raises questions as to whether the profitability arises from market
developments since contract execution or is at the expense of non-bank counterparties.
Next we consider the question of profitability and market credit exposures. As the market has
grown substantially over the period in question, we analyse the profitability and credit exposures
rescaled by the net market size, which facilitates comparisons. Figure 3 shows the rescaled series
for net current credit exposure, potential future exposure and reported profits.
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Figure 3: Rescaled reported profits, net current credit exposure and potential future exposure—Authors’ calculations, OCC data

The first and most obvious point to note from figure 3 is that, other than during the recent
turmoil, reported profitability has been stable, though with some oscillation from period to period.
There is also some evidence here that, from a high in 2003, net current credit exposure had been
declining in the run-up to 2007. This might be interpreted as the banks taking profits at the
expense of maintaining mark-to-market credit exposures or unrealised profits. This is perhaps a
manifestation of moral hazard, of bankers’ rent-seeking behaviour.
The most startling development evident though, is that the potential future exposure almost
quadruples over this period without being reflected in either reported profitability or an increase
in current mark-to-market exposure. It should be remembered that the potential future exposure
is that of contracts which are currently ‘in the money’, that is, which have a positive current
net credit exposure. The contracts which are currently liabilities have a similar, though negative
potential future exposure. These constitute a material barrier to exit,58 in a manner which is very
similar to insurance liabilities.
The growth of potential future exposure is problematic in an accounting context; it suggests
that, rather than using mark-to-market valuation to determine profits reported, the
concepts of earned premium and provisions should be introduced. This mark-to-market
accounting is also the mechanism by which required collateral is calculated, transforming
change in counterparty credit exposure into immediate collateral or liquidity demands.
As this change is originally rooted in a change in market value of the underlying, or some
other market-consistent parametric determinant of contract value, this process is profoundly
myopic—it takes unrealised changes in market values, caused by other marginal trading, and
translates then into immediate requirements for collateral or liquidity. One implicit assumption
in this activity is that market prices are always correct in some sense. The process also introduces
path dependency into the liquidity and collateral management process.
It is also evident that derivatives activity accounts for a significant proportion of the total assets
of the major banks. Table 11 below shows this for the top five banks:
Table 11: Current derivatives net credit exposure as a proportion of group total assets.
(Authors’ calculations, OCC data – June 2009)
Derivatives Credit Exposure as
proportion of group total assets
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JPM CHASE

19.9%

GOLDMAN SACHS

20.9%

BANK AMERICA

8.3%

CITIBANK

12.7%

WELLS FARGO

6.5%

58 - One of the simplest ways of distinguishing insurance from banking is that with insurance the barriers to exit are higher than the barriers to entry. Another is to consider banks as transforming liquid
liabilities into illiquid assets while insurance is a transformation of illiquid liabilities into liquid assets. The term of OTC derivative contracts is often quite long, for example, over 20% of interest rate swaps are
longer than five years in remaining term. This implies that resolution of a failed bank is likely to be a lengthy process of ‘run-off’, and that alone, perhaps, justifies the proposed creation of ‘living wills’.

6. Evidence of Collateral Shortages
There are a number of indicators of shortages of collateral which may be considered in the context
of the crisis. The first is a decrease in re-hypothecation of securities received as collateral. Singh
& Aitken [2009] document a decline of $1.8 trillion for the four broker-dealers in their study. The
second is an increase in the Treasury repo ‘fail’ rate.59 Total fails in the period since the Federal
Reserve began collecting data averaged less than $170 billion per week. In October 2008 these
fails reached a high of $5.1 trillion.

7. Central Counterparties (CCPs)
The reasons stated by officials in both Europe and the US for the proposed requirement to use
central counterparties for derivatives clearing are the problems of concentration and
interconnectedness of the banking system. CCPs are being proposed as a mechanism which breaks
the chain of causal dependency among banks with derivatives activities.
Interconnectedness is of course a property of any distribution system. The remedy proposed, in
fact, concentrates the dependency and that is acceptable only if the CCP is highly resilient—and to
achieve that it is necessary for it to hold substantial default funds derived from the initial margin.
The optimal network solution for resilience, by contrast, would be one in which all participants
held equal, uniform exposures.
In our subsequent discussion of CCPs the detail of CCP practices and organisation are not
considered. However, it should be recognised that these differ greatly—the thirteen CCPs in Europe
vary widely in their financial structure, margin and default management processes. There are two
further issues which should be of concern—the prospect of CCPs competing on the basis of risk
pricing, which some claim is evident, and unresolved issues of client margin financing by clearing
member banks.

8. CCPs and Collateral
CCPs can be expected to operate strict margining regimes, with daily variation margin being
applied in addition to an initial margin. In figure 4 we consider the possible magnitude of margin
calls under such a regime.60 We examine calls arising from movements in the net current credit
exposure (variation margin) and from potential future exposure (initial margin). The lack of any
obvious relation between net current credit exposure and the potential future exposure is perhaps
surprising. It is also immediately evident that the collateral calls arising from changes in the net
current credit exposure of derivatives are material in the context of both the overall capital and
the overall assets of the reporting banks.61
Figure 4: Potential collateral calls arising from changes in net current credit exposure (NCCE) and from changes in the full potential future
exposure. (Author’s calculations-OCC data)

59 - A repo ‘fail’ occurs when the counterparty cannot find the security needed to be returned—usually, of course this occurs because the security has been re-hypothecated, perhaps several times. A repo
‘fail’ is not an event of default in standard practice.
60 - The 2010 BIS Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems Committee consultative report on ‘Considerations for Trade Repositaries in OTC derivatives markets’, though listing twelve relevant factors
for them, does not extend to liquidity issues.
61 - While CCPs operate daily margin calls, the figures cited are here quarterly. However, the CCP would have to make calls aggregating to these figures over the period. Moreover, the nature of financial
markets is such that the majority of major market movements are concentrated in a very small number of days.
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We observe a single ninety-day period (Q4 2008) in which 35% of the entire banking system’s capital
could have been called as collateral; a transfer of wealth among banks and other counterparties
on this scale is unprecedented. A central counterparty can be expected to maintain rigorous
margining practices, making such calls.
The daily variation margin is, of course, available for withdrawal by those counterparties in
credit. However, for this to be an efficient form of transfer, highly efficient systems62 will be
required. There is a potential problem with late margin payments63 making funds unavailable
for redistribution; particularly when the collateral delivered takes the form of securities and the
bank making the withdrawal expects cash.
The PFE calculations shown in figure 4 are simply the change from period to period in the PFE
amount reported. This may be criticised on several grounds, notably the tenor(s) involved, as a
level of possible initial margin. However, there have been three occasions in the past twelve years
on which derivatives losses amounted to more than $350 billion in a quarter; any CCP operating a
risk-based margining system can be expected, in prudence, to demand at least this initial margin
collateral from each counterparty.
An alternative would be to base the initial margin on the volatility of either the NCCE or the PFE.
The standard deviation of the NCCE series is $73 billion and the standard deviation of the PFE
series is $81 billion—so a two standard deviation coverage, which is perhaps inadequate, would
amount to either $146 billion or $162 billion, respectively, and again would be demanded of both
counterparties.
It is clear that the central counterparty would have difficulty valuing large portfolios of nonstandardised derivatives contracts, and equally could not be expected to liquidate material
proportions of the net market at very short notice.64 Concentration risk is a serious concern here,
and the derivatives market is highly concentrated.
The CCP is likely therefore to hold very substantial amounts of margin liquidity; this is liquidity
removed from the banking system and then re-deposited by the CCP. Of course, the CCP cannot
be expected to deposit funds with any bank which is deemed to be of too low a credit standing.
It seems therefore that the CCP solution to derivatives concentrates rather than disperses the
liquidity problem of derivatives collateralisation.

9. Contagion
The question of contagion among banks has been widely discussed and analysed in the wake of
the crisis. Overwhelmingly, this literature considers market mechanisms for transmission—in this
paper we have proposed that collateral or equivalently liquidity may be the medium for immediate
transmission. We have given indications of the magnitudes of demands for liquidity arising from
changes in repo haircuts, the breakdown of securitisation conduits and collateral calls under
credit support agreements to OTC derivatives. It is clear that each of these is large by comparison
with the stock of liquidity required for payments system maintenance. We will discuss later the
effect of collateral and haircuts on liquidity supply and demand in a macroeconomic context.
We are not concerned with the identification of the initiation of crisis, but rather its propagation
and possible amplification. It certainly appears that the performance of sub-prime mortgages was
the proximate cause, but the magnitude of the subsequent reactions of market prices and banks
more generally still requires explanation. The question of market breakdown has, since Keynes at
least, been seen as a breakdown of the convention that participants ignore some uncertainty and
22

62 - The computational and system requirements for modelling non-standardised derivatives contracts and operating a real-time securities custody and payments system are far from trivial.
63 - This point is noted in the Technical Notes to the IMF’s Financial Sector Assessment Program of the US (May 2010): ‘Steps are needed to amend Fedwire’s settlement procedures for tri-party repo
transactions, Depositary Trust Company (DTC), and Clearing House Interbank Payments System (CHIPS) to discourage late in the date payments.’ These reports are the best comparative analysis available of
securities and payments settlement systems arrangements. These issues are also relevant, as noted elsewhere, in consideration of the extent to which flow movements result in demand for liquidity stock.
64 - Lo [2010] makes this valuation point, rather more forcefully.

risk in order to pursue the gains from trade in markets. Morris & Shin [2010] develop a model, which
draws upon insights from game theory and common knowledge in particular, where such initiation
and contagion may occur.65 They note a useful role for accounting standards and credit ratings in
generating shared understanding and that attempts to increase transparency may undermine this.
Our hypothesis is that the banks involved in both traditional banking and the extensive provision
of risk management services and products have internalised one possible route for contagion.
Shocks experienced in the risk arena, which are to be expected given the insurance-like nature66
of this activity,67 may be transmitted to their traditional banking activities and from that to other
banks not extensively involved in these activities. This is inherently a highly unstable situation; far
more so than the classical fragility of banks arising simply from maturity transform.
The collateral mechanism is central in this context. Collateral’s role as a supplement to outside
money based liquidity stock is key in a world where the liquidity stock can be shown theoretically
to be inadequate. Its action is to translate unrealised losses into immediate liquidity demands.
The process shortens the effective horizon of a contract. Notwithstanding the fact that the
crystallisation of credit risk in a loan default occurs in the future, the collateral call is immediate.
The timing of liquidity needs differs between a derivative and a traditional loan; the demand
arises immediately in the case of derivatives. With a loan the liquidity is exchanged at the time of
advance and any shortage realised upon default; with a contingent derivative there is a liquidity
stock shortfall at the time of exercise. Under a margining arrangement liquidity demands may
arise at any point in the life of the derivative contract, but this prior funding is only to their
current 'fair price'.
Box 7 – Dependency
Unintended Consequences
The purpose of this box is to illustrate the concept of path dependence and its potential costs.
A little more than three years ago, a UK industrial concern borrowed £100 million to finance its
expansion and the construction of new manufacturing facilities; this was achieved by the issuance
of a privately placed unsecured floating rate note bearing interest at Libor plus 5/8% for its twelve
year term. The investment banking advisors to this transaction suggested that the elimination of
the interest rate risk associated with the payment of Libor over this term was prudent; this was
accepted and achieved through the completion of an interest rate swap under which the company
paid a fixed rate of 5.5% per annum; the swap agreement conformed in outline to the standard
ISDA form and contained a credit support agreement (CSA), under which cash collateral may be
called from the company by the investment bank.
The ten-year swap rate declined to 4% earlier this year. This has resulted in a collateral margin call
on the company of £12.2 million; as a result of poor current trading conditions, this is cash the
company does not possess and must borrow from its bankers on the expensive terms which reflect
the current economic and financial situation.
Though limiting the credit exposure of the investment bank, the use of collateral here has proved
malign for the company and itself a material source of risk and cost. The result of the CSA, with
its potential for cash calls prior to the maturity of the swap, is to shorten the effective term
of the company's borrowing. One way of describing this situation is to say that the company is
effectively being required to prepay some of its committed future interest rate payments. In fact,
the procedure does more than this; the overall cost of this financing and the development of the
balance sheet now depends upon the path of interest rates and their term structure over the life
of the financing.
65 - They refer to their model structure as Rubinstein’s email game meets Akerlof’s lemons problem.
66 - A number of recent reports consider the insurance markets in the crisis and describe well the principal differences between banking and insurance. See for example: Geneva Report [2010] and OECD Report
[2010] Financial guarantee insurance is identified as different from traditional insurance activities and potentially suspect in a financial stability context by both of these reports.
67 - It is worth noting that the Lloyd’s market severely restricted the writing of financial guarantee insurance following the collapse of the Harrison syndicates in 1924 and that this persisted until 2000 –
during this period exemption approvals were needed from the same committee that considered war risks. The relaxation of these restrictions followed after intense lobbying related to the development of
more sophisticated alternative risk transfer ‘solutions’ – which of course may be viewed as insurance companies moving into the domain of structured finance occupied by investment banks.
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We know that the ability to time actions is valuable and this is confirmed by elementary financial
theory; for example, the price premium that American put options, which may be exercised at
any point in their lifetime, exhibit over similar European options, which may be exercised only
at expiration. More generally, it can be demonstrated that exposure to collateral calls, under
adverse developments, carries a cost which is determined by the product of the likelihood-adjusted
expected shortfall and the cost of borrowing these funds over the term of the contract. There is in
fact much variation in the experienced cost and funding—the calculation described is merely the
average experience. In addition, there is the potential for further costs, such as those which might
arise from the higher leverage and restricted borrowing capacity of the company; in extremis this
can even endanger other loan covenants.
Perhaps the most well-known of the unintended consequences of risk management interventions
is the ratings-triggered credit support agreement, under which no collateral is demanded until the
counterparty's credit rating is downgraded—a process which amounts to kicking a man when he is
down, speeding the likelihood of serious injury and death.

The doctrine attributed to Bagehot that the central bank should supply liquidity to solvent banks
against adequate collateral is appropriate where this enables continuance of the lending, liquidity
redistribution, function and might extend in amount to all of the assets owned by the bank. In
this world the role of the central bank is to offer liquidity insurance.68 The supply of liquidity to
meet collateral calls from derivatives, however, is a different concern. These cover losses incurred
but not realised by the bank. At maximum therefore the central bank should limit its advances of
liquidity for this purpose to the capital resources of the bank.
The exchange of liquidity in a collateral-secured situation may, from a stock standpoint, be viewed
as less than complete. Unsecured interbank lending is complete transfer of liquidity. In the case
of repo, if we consider the pathological case where cash is used as the collateral, we see that the
net transfer is nil. Even when securities are used as collateral, the net transfer may be very small
indeed if these securities are close substitutes69 for outside money.
Collateral management can be seen as management of the consequence of a default. The event
itself, counterparty default or contract exercise, is uncertain; however, for many contracts, and
arguably most in the case of loans, it will not occur. It is clearly inefficient to be maintaining
collateral margining arrangements for those contracts where default does not occur. In fact, the
role of collateral can be seen as extinguishing credit exposure and reducing liquidity creation. The
very act of collecting collateral weakens the bank upon which the demand is made, shortening the
horizon to default. It also weakens the quality of other claims upon that bank.70
Another source of inefficiency arising from this process lies in the implicit assumption that all
movements of price of the underlying are founded in rational fundamentals. Obviously, to the
extent that prices contain noise rather than information, then noise is crystallised. This problem
is well known in the portfolio optimisation literature, where equally weighted portfolios are often
observed to outperform estimated mean-variance ‘optimal’ portfolios. The equally weighted
portfolio is free from noise (and also security information); it does not use any of the history of
the securities.
There is also a criticism of the role of derivatives in completing markets associated with the hedging
process. Derivatives may help to increase trade and exchange, a flow concept of liquidity, but they
do so at a cost—if liquidity did not have a cost, all assets would be liquid. The criticism, however,
does not arise from this aspect but from the collateral and hedging requirements of these contracts.
These processes introduce new inefficiencies, path dependencies,71 into market price evolution. As
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68 - The seigniorage associated with the provision of money by the central bank may be viewed as the premium associated with this insurance. Commercial banks also benefit from a form of seigniorage to
the extent that they are creating inside or private money and capital adequacy rules can be viewed as limitations on this.
69 - For example: Treasury bills.
70 - This differs from the situation where a new liability is introduced, which dilutes the claims of other liability holders. Here, it is access to that bank’s assets which is being impaired.
71 - There are two papers which cover well the concept of path dependency and its costs in the context of derivatives strategies: Cox J. & Leland [2002] and Vanduffel et al. [2007]. There is also a separate
literature on path dependency which considers the way history may matter and phenomena such as ‘lock-in’ occur. This latter concept is usually illustrated by the case of Betamax and VHS, in which a technologically inferior product succeeded at the expense of the superior. It seems that research along these lines on the history of the derivatives markets might prove very informative.

this concept may be obscure to readers not familiar with options pricing and hedging techniques,
box 7 expands this with some simple illustrations. There is a trade-off here between the efficiency
gains arising from the market completion achieved by a derivative and the new inefficiencies
introduced by its hedging.
Inasmuch as banks must hoard some liquidity as provision against their activities in risk
management services on precautionary grounds,72 an aggregate liquidity shortage73 will result
and for the combined firm this will be reflected in sub-optimal traditional banking activity.
As is evident from the sheer scale and variability of derivatives activity and exposures, these
liquidity shortages may be very substantial relative to the capital resources of a bank and become
systemically important. These claims can far exceed those amounts needed for payments system
activities.74 It is not at all obvious why a central bank should meet this form of liquidity shortage
in the absence of cross-contamination of traditional banking activities.
Similarly a shock in the repo markets that results in higher haircuts being applied may restrict
the ability of a bank to fund both its traditional banking activity and performance of its financial
risk management services obligations.75 For a stand-alone traditional bank, such liquidity
shortages are not problematic; the central bank may supply the needed liquidity. However,
it is evident that some investment banks, notably Bear Stearns, developed an over-reliance on
the market,76 funding more than 50% of their assets in short-term day-to-day ‘repo’ markets.
The lessons of the simple theoretical model are particularly relevant as these investment banks did
not, in the event of market failure, have access to the central bank as liquidity insurance.
For each bank suffering under a mark-to-market collateral call, there is a counterparty which gains.
However, this counterparty should not be expected to recycle the liquidity gained to the bank
from which it came.77 In the simple case of unsecured inter-bank lending, this would simply be reopening the credit exposure it previously found unacceptable. In the case of repo, it is compounding
the problem, and hoarding further liquidity to the extent that the securities used are subject to
haircuts.
Any bank that gains from collateral calls and ‘haircuts’ has an incentive to hoard liquidity. The bank
may be driven by precautionary motives or it may wish to preserve this liquidity in order to gain
from opportunistic ‘cash-in-the market’ pricing. After all, the counterparty which has just suffered
the call has experienced losses and is now the weaker for them.
In addition to these concerns, the collateralisation of exposures lowers the incentive for a
bank to conduct the comprehensive due diligence78 of the counterparty’s ability to perform at the
initiation of contracts. It also lowers the need for ongoing monitoring of the counterparty during
the course of the contract. It is evident that bankers, as delegated agents, are subject to moral
hazard in this regard, relying on external ratings rather than internally generated information
(which is also costly for them to produce). This reduction in the need for the traditional role of
credit assessment is also exacerbated by the ‘issuer pays’ business model of the ratings agencies.
In practice the use of collateral lowers the consequence of a default event while increasing its
likelihood and that should be of concern in a systemic setting. It appears that the use of collateral
security in the management of derivatives exposures, though sound for any individual bank, carries
with it an externality of potentially greater harm for the aggregate system.
72 - It is tempting to attribute this motivation to the observed hoarding by banks of liquidity at the Federal Reserve during the crisis.
73 - The idea of liquidity shortages is not new. In 2003 the Bond Market Association cautioned the European Central Bank that ‘...the increasing market focus on collateralisation... means that the demands
for collateral within the financial markets are rapidly increasing and can be expected to increase very significantly in the future.’
74 - See footnote 11 for ISDA estimates of collateral magnitudes.
75 - There is also an incentive for banks not to hedge derivatives obligations fully in the event of liquidity shortages since these may be viewed as discretionary. In other words, there is an incentive for the
bank suffering liquidity stress to assume higher market risk.
76 - In addition to demonstrating that markets may not be reliable for finance-as-you-go strategies, the theoretical examination of guarantees casts light on one aspect of the difference between a derivative
and a traditional asset, such as a loan. No bank ordinarily enters a loan agreement expecting a loss but with guarantees, the act of exercise ensures precisely that. Moreover, it illustrates one way in which
liquidity shortfalls may arise. Using the figures of the earlier illustration (Box 5), the bank should not expect to be able to finance more than it can assign as security—the pledgeable future income is twelve
but it requires twenty under the contingency.
77 - This is particularly true of central counterparties.
78 - As an illustration of this incentive effect in action: ICMA (International Capital Market Association) report that anonymous repo trading within electronic trading systems has risen to 18.3% of that
activity, and attributes this to the increased use of central counterparties.
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The scale of derivatives activities is highly suggestive of over-trading79 activity by the banks;80
their emphasis being upon trading or flow liquidity with no recognition that, ceteris paribus,
this would raise the demand upon the liquidity stock. Moreover, such trading greatly increases
the dependencies and possibility of contagion among banks and derivatives traders. The use of
collateral to lower the consequences of these dependencies places greater stress on an already
insufficient stock of liquidity.

10. Conclusions
The very simple model developed by Holmstrom & Tirole demonstrates that markets have limits
and that reliance upon them alone for bank funding is flawed. We have considered trade-offs
between transaction, or flow, liquidity and the liquidity stock. Much of market participant activity
emphasises the former and ignores the latter. It also demonstrates that derivatives activity,
even when fairly priced, can reduce the liquidity stock. The ICMA 2009 survey reports that more
than $4 trillion of collateral was posted in support of derivatives contracts.
Liquidity has not figured on the international regulatory agenda until recently. In Basel II it was
evident (though obscured may be more correct) only in that tier-two capital admitted debt securities
with a term longer than five years—the term being related to liquidity demand.
We have documented material issues associated with the stock of liquidity for banks engaged in both
risk management services and traditional loan and deposit banking. We have illustrated that the
scale of these activities may impose significant pressures on both a bank’s and the system’s liquidity.
We have considered the role of collateral in this process. We believe that central counterparties,
which are widely advocated in resolution of some of the perceived difficulties with derivatives, will
not resolve these liquidity and related problems but rather will concentrate them. We have noted
some consequences of derivatives of concern for financial markets—the induced path-dependency
—as well as for the economy and for bank shareholders, in particular, weakened management due
diligence incentives.

11. Monetary Policy
One way of viewing the situation prior to the crisis was that liquidity was very cheap, a low
differential between secured and unsecured market rates, and that the supply curve was therefore
close to flat. In this situation banks have an incentive to attempt to create further demand, since
that should increase their profitability, and that can result in the follies evident in the sub-prime
market as assets were created. It also means that demands upon central bank funds would have
been muted. When the crisis took hold central banks lowered their collateral requirements and
announced that they would supply secured funds as required by the banking system—this unlimited
amount makes the supply curve horizontal at the policy rate and implies a very large demand for
central bank funds.81
If we lower the amount of eligible collateral or limit secured financing activity in the open market,
the supply curve steepens as more pressure is placed upon unsecured inter-bank activity. The
corollary is that if we increase the amount of eligible collateral then we flatten the supply curve
and lessen demand for central bank funds. This suggests very strongly that one good candidate for
the clearly needed macro-prudential policy toolbox is collateral eligibility and haircut policy. As
this is clearly independent of the policy rate, it satisfies the Tinbergen rule that there should be one
tool for each objective. Raising eligibility standards would have the effect of decreasing available
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79 - When liquidity is perfect or even just low in cost there are few limits on the ability of banks to create new assets, and many do so—the pro-cyclicality debate is relevant here. The financing limits faced by
industrial concerns when over-trading are less onerous for a bank as it is creating further inside money by this over-trading activity. One potential indicator of over-trading, and the potential magnitude of
consequence in crisis, would be the ratio of inside to outside money held by the bank. Ultimately, of course, these bank-created assets, and any contracts supported by them, will become information-sensitive
(see Dang et al. for a recent analysis of this issue) as the bank’s capital resources decline in significance, that is as the bank becomes a weaker, more volatile credit. An equivalent overtrading situation with
derivatives lies in the possibility of hedging exposures with other counterparties, which allow the bank to commit to contracts it cannot expect to complete from its own resources alone. Collateralisation of
exposures provides comfort in this situation, but at the cost of greater systemic harm in extremis.
80 - It also raises questions as to the absolute size of the banking sector, the level of indebtedness in economies and the proportion of income necessary for interest payments and debt amortisation.
81 - A number of European banks responded by packaging their mortgage assets into covered bonds which they then used as collateral at the central bank. A covered bond differs from a conduit or SIV
(structured investment vehicle) in that the assets remain on the bank balance sheet and the bond is expressly an obligation of the bank issuer.

collateral and lowering the incentives for banks to try to create new assets. In more general terms,
this tool would influence the composition of banks asset portfolios. In macroeconomic terms this
influences the shape of the supply curve. Continuing to have large flows of collateral in the banking
system associated with derivatives activities would only muddy the water and make the use of this
tool more difficult.
The use of such a tool would also go far in resolving the time inconsistency problem of current
fixed eligibility and haircut policies identified in Tucker [2009].

12. Financial Guarantee Insurance
It is patently clear that the presence of an insurable interest is a sine qua non with respect to
contracts which are insurance in nature, if not legal form. It should be equally clear that an insurer
writing financial guarantee insurance should not offer security collateral as support for a policy.
If an insurer and insured wish to write a policy where the consequence of the insured event
exceeds the insurer’s potential ability to pay, then either a hypothecated excess of loss reinsurance
policy or a policy written as a proportional share, syndicated ‘risk’ would resolve the problem.
This paper is merely an initial step on a path which clearly merits much further research—in
large part that research programme is plagued by problems of data—both availability and
compilation techniques are wanting. Nonetheless, from this start we can propose several policy
recommendations.

13. Recommendations
1. Split the activities functionally into a traditional bank and a financial risk management
services company.
Banks may act as securities markets brokers but not as securities underwriters or financial
guarantors more generally. Banks may use derivatives for asset and liability management but not
become traders in this form of insurance. The financial risk management services company would
not be authorised to take unsecured retail or wholesale deposits.
This is apparently similar in spirit to the ‘Volcker rule’ but in fact differs materially if the intent of
that rule is understood as being that banks should use their capital only to serve the interests of their
clients, rather than trying to generate speculative profits for their owners. Our recommendation
would see underwriting, market-making in derivatives and financial guarantee insurance—that
is to say, businesses where they, as principal, have capital market consequences—separated from
those which are traditional banking.
2. Alternately if we do not wish to split activities functionally, prohibit the use of collateral
security as support among banks for OTC derivatives contracts.
It may seem profoundly odd to prohibit the use of collateral in support of the exposures arising
under derivatives contracts when this collateral security lowers the risk profile of the bank receiving
it—that is clearly sound risk management for the bank concerned. However, it is important to
realise that it does so at a cost to the bank providing it—and that increases the likelihood of that
bank failing. The practice of providing collateral in support of derivatives contracts disrupts the
liquidity redistribution process of traditional banking, to its detriment.
Moreover, it is precisely the use of collateral that allows banks to grow ever larger in pursuit of
increased gross profits. The disparity between gross leverage and risk-based leverage is then stark.
With this increase in scale, lower quality assets are created until finally some borrower or class of
borrower defaults, and some banks are poorly positioned to weather the cascade that ensues. The
steps in the process of decline of asset creation are well known. Banks first lend against expected
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cash flows which can service both interest and amortisation payments and proceed until in the
final phase loans are made against security, which must itself increase in value in order to pay
loan interest and principal. In turn, as the difficulties in those banks become common knowledge
general contagion follows and results in complete financial instability. This prohibition would
have the effect of lowering the volume of derivatives transactions undertaken by banks and would
also concentrate the minds of these bankers on the credit status of their counterparts. It would
separate financing from credit support. It would lower the amount of unsecured lending82 while
increasing the amount of collateral available for secured interbank and central bank discount
window funding. The requirement in this situation is for adequate capital to support trading
activities, not adequate liquidity. This simple modification to market practice resolves many of the
difficulties identified in this paper.
Many commentators have observed that this crisis is a question of trust, which prompts our
corollary proposition that if money (liquidity) is merely a symbol of trust, collateral security is a
symbol of distrust.
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